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ZX70CL Features
Alarm Only Function
Learn up to 6 remote’s
Built In Central Locking Relays
Negative Lock + Unlock
Positive Lock + Unlock
Reverse Polarity
Protected Outputs
Selective Unlock Facility
Alarm Fast Arm
Door open warning chirps
Lock & unlock (via remote's in drive)
Ultrasonic miniature sensor
Nicky Siren (supplied)
Sensor shutdown

Program Options
Lock On Start
Unlock Ignition Off
Vacuum Pulse
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WHY THE NEED FOR ZX?
As crime becomes more and more sophisticated, so must
the ways of foiling it. Anyone who has invested heavily in
a vehicle asset needs to protect that investment, of
course, but to protect it far further than the range of
choices which criminals have available to them. There is
no point in being the weak link in the crime chain. Hence the Sanji Intellica ZX70CL Pro Series.
Arguably now the most advanced alarm in the world, the
ZX70CL is a culmination of years of research by Sanji
engineers - utilising the very latest techniques available to
date. The ZX70CL is manufactured to the highest
International ISO9001 Quality
Standards. Each unit has to
pass its own series of
stringent quality control tests
in order to get the exemplary
ZX stamp of approval. The
ZX70CL represents the
extreme cutting edge in vehicle
security design.
The ZX Series may have an
overwhelming degree of capabilities but the best part
about it is that the car owner finds it easy to understand
while the
criminal is
baffled.

the user. The remote is now
the communication link
between the driver and the
ZX70CL system's brain. The
remote is so intelligent that it
can and does scramble all
communications, to make any
duplication or interception impossible by even the most
accomplished car thief.
As crime becomes more and more sophisticated, so must
the ways of foiling it. Anyone who has invested heavily in
a vehicle asset needs to protect that investment, of
course, but to protect it far further than the range of
choices which criminals have available to them. There is
no point in being the weak link in the crime chain. Hence the Sanji Intellica ZX70CL Pro Series.

THE NICKY SIREN
This little water-proof device is really
tiny and so easy to conceal in the
crammed engine compartments of
today's vehicles. But it also makes a
huge noise - to create enough attention
to scare the attackers away. We know
that dynamite comes in small packages
but you have to hear the Nicky siren for yourself.

SECURE SENSING
Aren't we tired of hearing vehicle alarms blaring for
no apparent reason? They are extremely irritating
and they intensify our noise pollution but, far worse
when the day comes that
you need to be alerted,
you probably wouldn't
take an alarm like that
seriously.

The stylish, ergonomically designed
remote control is a design masterpiece all
of its own. Sanji have utilised super-hi tech
materials to transform what used to be a dull
black box-remote into this revolutionary
combination of design aesthetics and crafted
functionality for

At Sanji we take this matter very seriously. So
that's why we developed the super miniature
ES250 ultrasonic sensor. The sensor works like
An internal radar system,
continuously sending and
receiving information about
your vehicle's interior. After
careful analysis of the received
data, the ES250 makes a decision
to activate the alarm or reject the
data in the case of common air
disturbance. The ES250 sensor is
so advanced that a patent on its
electronic design has just been
granted.

